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This virtue seem pretty obvious in itself: do not lie. Is it possible to lie without opposing honesty? In 
some rare situations, it can be correct to lie. Consider that if you lie, it is because you have something to 
hide. Why do you wan't this information to remain hidden?  

Being always honest will make people around you trust you more. They deserve to have the truth even if 
it can hurt them. If you think it is not appropriate to tell the truth, instead of lying you could refuse to 
answer. You could say "I can't tell you why" or "I don't want to answer this question". In this case, 
people will trust you better since you are admitting you are hiding something but, for some reasons of 
your own, you won't reveal the information.  

� Honest labor bears a lovely face  
� A few honest men are better than numbers  
� Speak the truth and shame the evil forces  
� Honest friends are few  
� Remember, there is no terror in threats for I am strong in Honesty  
� Corruption wins not more than Honesty  
� An honest soul need remember no lies  
� The truth never hurts the teller 

� Take not the gold of others found in towns and castles for yours it is not  
� Cheat not the merchants and the peddlers for this is an evil thing to do  
� Second, Read the book of truth at the entrance of the stygian abyss 

Thou shalt not lie, or thou shalt lose thy tongue.  
Lord Blackthorn  

Forcing people to tell the truth will not nececarily make them always tell the truth. The people must be 
willing to let the others have the truth. They must be able to convince themself that the honest way 
would be better even if it hurt.  
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